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Hadoop is one of such type of database which stores the data in distributed manner in the cloud system. Data 
processing is done in terms of Jobs where client send data file to Master node which is consider as job and Master 
node assigns that jobs to slave node, but there may be currently no slave node is free or available to process the job 
at that time Master node checks its resources queue for next available node which can be used to assign job as the 
slave node gets frees. In Conventional approach, there is gap in case of effective caching of jobs data; also the best 
slave node for effective caching is not predicted in conventional approach which can be incorporated with the help 
of SVM algorithm in this work. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Hadoop: 
Hadoop is a free, Java-based programming framework that supports the processing of large data sets in a distributed 
computing environment. It is part of the Apache project sponsored by the Apache Software Foundation. 
Hadoop has 2 main components: HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) and Map-Reduce. HDFS is a block 
structured distributed file system for storing large volumes of data. All files are divided in a fixed sized blocks. Map-
Reduce are programming model meant for large clusters. It has a parallel computing framework helps in 
parallelization, fault tolerance, data distribution and load balancing. The computation of Map-Reduce takes a set of 
input key/value pairs and generates a set of output key/value pairs. The computation of generating the set of output 
key/value pairs is divided into two functions: Map function and Reduce function. Fig-1; show the basic architecture 
of Hadoop. 
 
Support Vector machine (SVM): 
SVM is used for classification and regression analysis on the data set which is part of machine learning algorithm. 
SVM can also be applied in the case of regression. SVM regression performs linear regression in the high-dimension 
feature space. In Linear SVM, the data in input as (x, y) pair is used for mapping in hyper plan with value on X-axis 
as x and Y-axis as on y. Linear SVM works on the kernel which is get the best possible solution near to hyper plan 
for the best result from the input set passed. 
Using SVM we can classify the slave nodes in better condition and node which gets fail in multiple times within 
bounded time line. 
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Fig-1: Hadoop Model [7] 
 
2. RELATED WORK 
 
In [1], distributed layered cache system built on HDFS and name it HDFS based Distributed Cache system 
(HDCache) is designed. This system consists of a client library and multiple cache services. The cache services are 
designed with an in-memory cache, a snapshot of the local disk, and the actual disk view as provided by HDFS [1]. 
The HDCache system can be deployed on HDFS NameNode, Data Node and any other application systems. Aa 
client dynamic library (libcache) and a service daemon are 2 parts of cache system. 
Communication & Control and Shared Memory Access are 2 components of libcache. The Communication & 
Control module undertakes the tasks of (1) interoperating with the HDCache service on the same host, (2) 
communicating with ZooKeeper servers remotely, and (3) calculating hash values of desired files and locating a 
specific cached file. HDCache is designed for write-once-read-many access model for files, which is approximately 
held in a cloud computing environment.  
 
In [2], data-aware cache framework for big-data applications (Dache) is proposed. Dache aims at extending the 
MapReduce framework and provisioning a cache layer for efficiently identifying and accessing cache items in a 
MapReduce job. In Dache, tasks submit their intermediate results to the cache manager. A task, before initiating its 
execution, queries the cache manager for potential matched processing results, which could accelerate its execution 
or even completely saves the execution [2].  
Improved completion time of Map-Reduce jobs and saves a significant chunk of CPU execution time are the 
experimental result of the Dache system. . 
 
In [3], proposed system creates a novel cache, which stores the intermediate data or mapper’s output into a novel 
cache. Whenever the system needs to analyze same Big-data set, it fetches already processed data from novel cache 
rather than running mapper function on whole Big-data set again [4]. In hadoop framework job is given to mapper, 
which generates <key,value> pair as intermediate data and this data is give to reducer function to narrow down to 
required data. The <key,value> pair or intermediate data can be same for different types of jobs.  
 
Optimal page replacement (OPR) algorithm is used which is very efficient while handling multiple jobs on same 
type of Big data. The performance of the cache management mechanism is measured as ratio of hits and misses. In 
this cache management approach the upcoming jobs are scanned. If present job’s required data is in cache memory 
then no operation will be performed on cache. If job’s required data is not present in cache, then compare each 
element from cache to the upcoming jobs. The job’s data which is not in upcoming jobs can be replaced with the 
new job. 
In [4], when a client requests to cache a specific file, the cache request message is transmitted to the central Name 
Node which knows where the partitioned data blocks for the file are located. The NameNode piggybacks the cache 
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request message on a heartbeat response and delivers it to DataNodes where the data blocks are stored. The 
DataNodes store the data blocks in their OS page caches and periodically send the NameNode cache reports that 
describe what data blocks are cached in their in-memory caches. 
 
Limitations in the current HDFS in-memory caching implementation is that users should manually specify what files 
should be cached and uncached. For an input file of each application that users want to cache, they must use a 
command to add the file to the in-memory cache. 
Cache affinity (CA) metric, which indicates how much performance improvement it can get using in-memory 
caching, as follows: 
 
Where, Rno−cache and RCL−hot are the runtimes of the application with no cache, & CL for hot cache, 
respectively. Adaptive Cache Local Scheduling Algorithm computes the number of times to skip for achieving the 
cache locality for a MapReduce job dynamically based on its percentage of cached input data. Cache Affinity Aware 
Cache Replacement Algorithm basically replaces data locks of applications with low cache affinity with those with 
high cache affinity. 
3. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND PROPOSED WORK 
 
Problem statement 
In hadoop conventional approach, there is gap in case of effective caching of jobs data. Also the best slave node for 
effective caching is not predicted in conventional approach. 
 
Proposed Work 
In this as research element a data node prediction model is introduced. This data node prediction model work with 
the linear SVM regression algorithm which helps in identifying the best fit data nodes for execution of client jobs. 
This model also helps in caching the data for job at best fit data node such the job execution can be goes smooth and 
faster. 
Proposed work model 
Fig.2 shows the logical representation of the proposed work. 
 
Fig- 2: Proposed model 
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Work Flow steps 
1. Firstly in hadoop master node (M) allocates jobs (j1 to jn) to resources manager (Y). 
2. Resources manager (Y) splits these jobs (j1 to jn) into small chunks called tasks. 
3. Continuous monitoring of data node (D1 to Dn) through agent.  
4. Agent at regular interval of time sends data to resource manager. 
5. Data is stored for further processing and prediction mechanism. 
6. Data is further processed to find optimum data node to allocate job. 
7. Further profiling is done over data and classifier is applied with the help of svm. 
8. Accordingly resources manager allocated job to optimum node. 
9. This process is repeated at regular intervals to update the cache policy at the Resource Manager (Y). 
 
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
 
Fig.3 show the experimental results for the proposed work over the convention hadoop system. As shown in the 
figure as the data size increase execution time for processing data is decrease as compare to the convention 








Hadoop is most widely used distributed data processing framework for the big data application. As Big Data means 
the huge amount of data to be processed in limited time period to get faster result, by implementing proposed work 
we have improved the hadoop execution latency or minimize the latency in job execution. Proposed system uses the 
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